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GireeshPradhan Chairman CERC, A warm welcome to a long standing 
friend and advocate of ORF in both in Paris and New Delhi Jean Francois 
the Ambassador of France, Dr. Jean-François DI MEGLIO, President, Asia 
Centreand Jean Luc Racine who has been the moving force behind this 
partnership between the Asia Centre, Paris and the ORF. I can also see 
RupakChattopdhyayPersident, Forum of Federations (FoF), Canada 
amongst us whose support has been critical in helping us organizing 
this Conference is supporting the Conference.   

It was in Oct 2012 that ORF and the Asia Centre had partnered each 
other to bring some of the best minds across the Energy Sector for a 
Conference on Shaping the Future: Energy Security in India. Obviously, 
since one cannot discuss Energy Security without going into the larger 
question of Energy Governance the second follow up Conference 
decided to deliberate upon the Issue of Energy Governance , locating it 
in the broader global context. 

Which gives me a cue to outline the backdrop of the situation in which 
we are holding this Conference. Ten years ago, we all witnessed 
Financial markets across the world on a high. This was a time when it 
seemed nothing could ever go wrong. Looking back it was almost as if 
we had all got hooked on to some steroid which gave them a five year 
high. The steroid even got a brand name of its own. Goldman Sachs 
called it BRICS.  



And then came 2008. The tables turned. The Economic Crisis of 2008 
that shook the OECD to its roots saw many across the BRICS 
complacently patting themselves on their backs. We in India found 
ourselves lauding the robustness of our regulatory institutions, our 
banks, our controls, - in short our governance. 

The last two decades saw China industrialize. The country has already 
witnessed the biggest demographic shift as millions have moved into 
far more energy intensive life styles with the economy  urbanizing. The 
same transitions are yet taking shape in India. 

And so we have seen far higher imports  of oil, gas and coal.  

But, in 2014 the narrative has taken yet another turn. In  acycle that is 
less typical of financial markets, but more reminiscent of what 
psychiatrists refer to as bi-polar disorders, the term today is no longer 
BRICS. We have now begun hearing whispers about what the same 
analysts now refer to as the fragile five.  

What happened? 

Governments and companies in the emerging economies are seen 
grappling with huge surges in fuel costs. Widening trade deficits have 
thrown local currencies in unprecedented turmoil and severely curtail 
economic growth plunging many into possible social and political chaos. 
The Street seems to be overtaking Wall Street. 

In dollar termsBrent crude oil remains well below its 2008 peak.But that 
is only half the story. In the currencies of India, Indonesia and Brazil –– 
Brent had already hit record levels last year. Now it is at record levels in 
the South African rand, the Turkish lira, the Argentinian peso.  



Naturally emerging markets are facing the quintessential energy 
governance dilemma. Should they allow fuel costs to rise and risk 
inflation – and possible political and social upheavals;  or just kick the 
can further down the road and continue subsidies that strain not just 
current but future budgets for many years to come?  

And the room to maneuver available with these countries is getting 
restricted with every passing day. 

More than carbon budgets and far more that any global action on 
climate change mitigation, it is falling currencies and surging import 
costs that today threaten every country that persists with energy-
intensive patterns of growth.  

And all this is happening at a time when we have seen the economic 
slowdown as well as greater fuel efficiency erode energy demand in 
Europe. It is also happening at a time when across the Atlantic new 
technologies have led to a on conventional oil and gas boom tat has 
already resulted in the lowest gas prices in decades.  

What are emerging markets essentially?  They are the ones where the 
bulk of a person’s spending goes on two things – food and transport- 
and the costs of both is directly related to the price of energy.  

For this reason, counties such as India which define their energy 
security in terms of the three A’s – Affordability, Access and Availability 
face a major dilemma in energy governance – the dilemma of how to 
price energy! 

The decision of whether to let markets determine prices or entrust 
politically sensitive issues to Government Committees?  



The dilemma is actually large than the simple question of subsidies we 
these days are seeing debated in the pink papers every day. The issue is 
about the country’s ability to sustain subsidies that it finds it cannot 
afford. And how does one do that? 

First, this is done by using price controls to limit subsidies. In effect 
transfer the cost of subsidies from the country’s current balance sheet 
to the balance sheets of energy providers – which in effect is selective 
taxation. However, that also has the effect of relegating investments in 
the sector to the lowest priority . So there are limits to the extent this 
device can be used.  The second method then is transfer the costs by 
borrowings, kick the can down the road and push current costs to the 
future.   

Both modes present major governance challenges as they create 
opportunities for arbitrage and rents across multiple sectors. They give 
birth to a political economy which creates the constituencies for its 
perpetuation and ensures that they become impossible to jettison even 
when no longer necessary. And so the question of the pricing of energy 
is inextricably linked to the politics of energy – both form two core 
Conference themes. 

And Central to the Theme of Governance is the key role that strong and 
independent regulatory institutions play in getting the mix right. In fact 
strong regulatory Institutions are the only bulwark that can help a 
country mediate the political economy for a transition toward 
sustainable long term energy governance.  Because effective regulation 
that can enable the growth of mature and healthy markets therefore 
remains the core dilemma that underlies our energy security objectives. 



Therefore I am particularly glad that we have in our midst 
ShriGereeshPradhan, Chairman CERC to give todays keynote address. 


